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HIGH-STYLE DESIGN,
TRAVEL + ENTERTAINING

Casual Elegance In the family room, Vaughan
sconces flank a double-height antique mirror.
Madeaux by Richard Smith drapery accentuates
the room’s airy feel. Side chairs are upholstered
in Robert Kime’s St Abbs linen. The coffee table
is through Serena & Lily; the jute rug is from ABC
Carpet & Home. The fig trees and floral arrangement
are through Perennial Gardens. See Resources.
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Ethereal Accent (this
page) Vaughan’s Neptune
chandelier adds interest
above a vintage trestle
table through Balsamo
Antiques. Chairs are from
Jonathan Adler; seat fabric
is Fret Fabric’s ZiggetyZag. Cook’s Nooks
(opposite page, top, left
to right) A Robert Abbey
pendant illuminates the
marble-topped island.
Kitchen walls are lined
with a Holland & Sherry
wallcovering. Stark
Contrast (opposite page,
bottom) A high-gloss
lacquered porter’s chair
sports cushions in African
mudcloth. See Resources.

B

RITTANY BROMLEY BELIEVES THAT
the design process can be akin to design clairvoyance when you have known
a client for many years. Anticipating what kind of life will be led in the
home allows for the most personal kind of expression. This project was one
such experience. “One of the most challenging things about being a designer,” explains Bromley, “is trying to create homes where your clients will feel
their most comfortable.”
Bromley’s first project for this young family was to design the nursery
in their Tribeca apartment. “I almost feel like she created an environment
that speaks to who I am versus to what I was surrounded by,” notes the
homeowner. “We walk in, and it feels so right.” Thrilled with the results,
they enlisted Bromley’s help with a much larger project at their weekend
home. The scope included furnishing the foyer, family room, adjacent
kitchen, outdoor covered porch, study, bar room and home office. The brief
was clear: Create intimate, family-friendly yet still elegant spaces within
a 10,000-square-foot home, layering in both contemporary elements and
antiques—and sourcing nearly every item from scratch.
A traditional porter’s chair reimagined in high-gloss black lacquer greets
visitors at the front door, while an undercurrent of soothing blues and pale
pinks run throughout the rooms. A feminine home office is anchored by a
vintage Moroccan Berber sourced in London, balancing the room’s subtle
palette, while the bar room walls are painted in a custom high-gloss blue
lacquer for maximum drama.
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Stress-Free Entertaining (above) On the covered porch, pillows in Schumacher’s Chiang Mai Dragon pattern liven up a pair of Charleston Bed Swings. Vintage hurricanes
add pops of brilliant turquoise. The City Room (opposite page) A blue lacquer bar room is the homeowner’s more formal, grown-up area for entertaining. A George Smith sofa
wears a Schumacher fabric. Coffee tables are through Maison Jansen; side table is vintage French Lucite. See Resources.
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IN THE WOOD-PANELED
STUDY, THE FIRST
ITEM BOUGHT FOR THE
PROJECT—A VINTAGE BENI
OURAIN RUG—PROVIDED
THE PERFECT START
TO CREATING THE
TEXTURE AND WARMTH
THE CLIENTS DESIRED

The family room, adjacent kitchen and outdoor covered porch are the heart
of this home. Integrating sophisticated indoor/outdoor living with the ability
to accommodate a crowd was key to the success of this family retreat. “All of
the rooms have wonderful ceiling height,” says Bromley. “They flow from one
into another very beautifully and then again out onto the terrace. So in season, it functions as one large entertaining space. There aren’t a lot of interior
doors, and because of that, you’re free to have 10 people or 80 people over.”
In the wood-paneled study, the first item bought for the project—a vintage
Beni Ourain rug—provided the perfect start to creating the texture and
warmth the clients desired. The mix treatment came with vintage Lucite
and brass pieces paired with French side chairs, custom-colored Quadrille
fabric and a midcentury, inlaid-horn mirror.
The homeowner grew up with porch swings and really wanted one for
her own covered porch. Pregnant with her second child during the project,
she knew that she would want to spend the summer with her newborn
daughter rocking back and forth on the veranda.
“When Brittany found those fantastic Charleston swings, we were just off
and running,” notes the homeowner. “She knew I loved them, and they’re
very hard to find. Those swings are the cornerstone of everything. They are
where we relax, where we read—we’re able to spread out the newspapers on
them. We treat them like two outdoor sofas; when we’re having drinks, we
pull over a Weatherend table.”
Summers here are ideal for indoor/outdoor entertaining. “We’re out on
that porch with the doors open to the kitchen and the family room. The kids
can run all over the place, inside and out,” says the homeowner. “Brittany did
a great job giving us a weekend place that’s close to the city, but also filled
with peace and calm.” ✹

Yin & Yang (this spread) In the study, a vintage desk chair in Schumacher’s Capri pattern partners with a vintage Lucite desk. Side chairs are upholstered in a Kathryn M. Ireland
fabric. Oak-paneled walls are complemented by a sofa wearing a colorful Quadrille fabric and an eclectic mix of colorful cushions in Peter Fasano’s Cape Stripe and Sister
Parish’s Clara B Chocolate. The vintage rug is through ABC Carpet & Home. See Resources.
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